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Abstract
A system was designed and manufactured to determine the modal, harmonic and transient 
behaviors of vibrating masses. The initial design was optimized by design for 
manufacture and assembly, and dynamic behaviors of the system were verified with finite 
element analysis. Small rods were used to reconfigure the table from one degree of 
freedom to two degrees of freedom and vice versa to provide data comparison for forced 
and free responses. Aluminum base plates containing oblong boles were used to allow the 
table to work with the two different types of existing vibration test systems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis focuses on the design and manufacturing of the Reconfigurable Vibration 
Table (RVT). This system has been implemented in the Grand Valley State University to 
analyze the dynamic behavior (harmonic motion, transient motion, forced vibrations, 
natural frequencies, eigenvalues, etc) of different bodies by utilizing an existing 
Vibration Testing System (VTS). The basic objective of this system is to determine the 
effect of vibrations on the performance and safety of mechanical systems and 
subsequently determine ways to control undesirable effects. A three dimensional CAD 
model of such a system is shown in the Figure 1.1. This system has the capability to 
switch from one degree of freedom vibrating system to a two degree of freedom vibrating 
system.
Figure 1.1. 3D concept model
1.1 Customer Needs
Customer needs is a means to obtaining customer satisfaction. Matching demand and 
product features is a basic challenge in product design and involves awareness about 
what exactly a customer wants. The customer needs in this project are given below.
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o Direct Needs
Vibrate masses under 1001b 
Reduced friction 
o Latent Needs
Smooth forced vibrations
- No resonance within operating frequency (2000Hz-3000Hz)
- Light and rigid structure (under 3001bs)
Reliable
o Constant Needs
Quick and easy assembly and disassembly 
Easy maintenance 
o Variable Needs
Capable of switching from 2 to 1 DOF and vice versa 
o General Needs
- Low manufacturing cost (under $ 1,000)
Low operating cost (under $9 per cycle)
- Low maintenance cost (under $20)
O Niche Needs
Can use multiple shakers of existing VTS (Vibration Testing System)
1.2 Function Tree
Functions were generated by the ‘subtract and operate’ procedure. The ‘subtract 
and operate’ procedure is a bottom-up approach to recognizing and developing a function 
tree. The underlying assumption when using this method is that either a form concept or 
actual product exists. The product or concept will then be developed using the ‘subtract 
and operate’ procedure [1].
It starts by considering the smallest isolable funetions o f  features and components 
function in the product. For each of these small sub-functions, one then removes the 
feature(s) or component(s) that supplies the function and then attempts to operate the 
product. By actually subtracting a feature or component from a product and then 
attempting to operate it, one will thereby establish that feature’s or component’s critical
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contribution(s) or effects to the overall product. Subtract and operate method applied to 
the RVT is shown in the Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Subtract and operate output of the vibration table
Foundation No deGned way to hold base plate
Base plate
No deGned way of bokling base c# s 
No b o ^ to  hold the z^aratus
Base Gi^s, middle ctps, 
topctps
No defined way of holding springs 
No deBned way to hold link 
No dcBned way to hold rods
Spring System wiH not vAuate
Lîëc
Spring leg wiU not be able to t^ ly  force against mass (100 lb) 
No deGned way of transmitting force tom  VTS to qirings
Lode noÊs Spring leg will not be able to f^ply force against mass (100 lb)
ReoonBgurablc DOF rod System will not be able to switch Bom 2 to IDOF sy stem
Alignmgrod S^tem will not be able to vibrate in vertical plane completely System will not undergo smooth vibration
I^lon bushing System wih have high fiction
Lode screw Spring will not rest over c%g)
Bolt Mass will ncA be attached rigidly to hrp cups
VTS System will not be able to undergo forced vibrafions
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A corresponding function tree is shown in Figure 1.2
1.3 Quality Function Deployment
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a methodology for defining the 
customer’s desires in thier own voice, prioritizing these desires, translating them into 
engineering requirement (quantified specification) and establishing targets for meeting 
the requirements [6], It is a tool for identifying the ‘right’ problem to solve, where a 
series of matrices are used to structure information acquisition and analysis. Each matrix 
is called a house of quality. The QFD for the RVT is shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3. QFD diagram
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1.4 Objectives
The main objectives of this project are listed below with concepts to satisfy customer 
needs.
i. Switchable from a one degree o f freedom system to a two degree offreedom 
system and vice versa
Short rods were used to deactivate the top row of springs. 
a. Light structure
Material selection techniques were used to select near optimum (light, strong 
and inexpensive) materials.
iii. Safe operating frequency
Modal analysis was used to determine the resonating frequencies of the 
structure.
iv. Reduce the number o f assembly parts/improve reliability
A minimum part count criterion was used to keep the number of assembly 
components as few as possible. This should increase the reliability of the 
system.
V. Reduce assembly time
Design guidelines were used to simplify geometric shapes of the components 
so that they can be assembled quickly with little or no manipulation.
vi. Short cycle time
In order to keep the switching time (from 1 to 2 DOF and vice versa) as small 
as possible, the assembly and disassembly sequence are kept as simple as 
possible.
vii. Reduce machining cost
Machining parameters were considered including proper material selection 
(for machinability), proper equipment selection, and speeds and feeds. 
via. Accuracy
The minimum deviation of the actual frequency from the theoretical frequency 
resulting from the frictional forces and non-linear effects. In order to keep the 
system vibrating at the theoretical frequency, frictional forces are minimized.
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Chapter 2: Concept Development and Function Definition
The success of a product cannot be greater than the potential success of the concept 
chosen for development. Concept generation is a divergent development of many 
alternatives, where the focus is on innovation, structural layout, and function satisfaction. 
A convergent strategy is adopted once a breadth of ideas is formed. This ensuing strategy 
ends at one best concept, which is then passed through a subsequent product realization 
process. The concept generation and selection process must be reviewable [2],
2.1 Morphological Approach
The morphological approach is a systematic method to develop ideas by 
Decomposing problem into smaller problems.
Identifying critical sub problems.
- Listing possible solutions of each sub problem.
Generating solutions by combining solutions to sub problems.
As shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Morphological matrix
SP 1 SP2 SP3 SP4
Sol 11 Sol 12 Sol 13 Sol 14
Sol 21 Sol 22 Sol 23 Sol 24
Sol 31 Sol 32 Sol 33 Sol 34
Solutions to the design challenge are obtained by making different combinations of 
solutions of sub problems as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Morphological matrix for a concept, [1]
SP 1 SP2 SP3 SP4
Sol 11 Sol 13
Sol 21 ' Sol 22 Sol 24
(So\ 3 1 ) Sol 32 Sol 33 Sol 34
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The same approach was used to develop different ideas for the RVT.
2.1.1 Morphological Matrix
A morphological matrix for RVT is developed by recognizing challenges and 
dividing them into sub problems as shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Morphological matrix for a vibration system
Hold nias5 .Align 1113% Vibrate mass
VKOum&KÜM Ekctrw^rmimicahalæc»
E lK tndyénm lk  Arnhem
2.1.1.1 Concept 1
The system will consist of a vacuum fixture, hose, plates, springs, over plate and 
electrohydraulic exciter as indicated by Table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Morphological matrix of concept 1
Hold
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In the first design concept, springs rest on plates, which in turn are secured by the 
vacuum cups. Mass is sandwiched between springs as shown in the Figure 2.1. An electro 
hydraulic exciter will be placed in the middle underneath the mass and the whole system 
will be housed in the cover plate. When a harmonic load is applied, the mass will 
oscillate in the vertical plane of system within set limits. Measurements of 
(displacement, velocity and acceleration) will be obtained by attaching different devices 
such as accelerometer within the system. The system can be changed from 2 to 1 DOF by 
simply removing the top row of springs. A sketch depicting this concept is shown in 
Figure 2.1
Figure 2.1. Schematic of concept 1
2.1.1.2 Concept 2
The second concept consists of a Bi-phase liquid fixturing system, mechanically 
operated shaker, guide rails, springs and a mass (as indicated by Table 2.5). The springs 
rest on cups. A diagonal link is attached to the four legs (spring plus cup combination) 
that provide a place for the mechanical shaker to apply a load in the vertical direction. 
The operator loads the mass onto bi-phase fixture and applies a magnetic field, which 
will turn liquid into solid, thus holding mass firmly.
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Table 2.5. Morphological matrix of concept 2
Hold Vibrate mass
Ekctfodynamic shakers
Mechaitkml shaker»
The mass will have a slot on its sides to accommodate the guide rails, which 
will keep the mass, aligned in the vertical plane. When the load is applied by the 
mechanical shaker, the mass will vibrate the within limits set by the operator. The system 
can be reconfigured from 2 to 1 DOF by inserting bolts passing through the mass, then 
the top part of the legs and ending at middle cups as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. Schematic of concept 2
2.1.1.3 Concept 3
The third concept consists of an electrodynamic shaker, springs, aligning rods, 
link, spacers, and spring holding cups as indicated by Table 2.6.
10
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Table 2.6. Morphological matrix of concept 3
Vibrate massHold mass Align mass
Elackodymumc ihakem
Mochsnkal sWmrs
Eleckohydrsolic shmkors
The springs will rest on eups and be seeured by setscrews. The mass will be secured by 
threading bolts into the cups. Slender rods will be used to constrain the mass vibrating 
within the vertical plane. Short rods will be used to provide space for electrodynamic 
shaker to apply a cyclic load. The whole system will rest on the base plate, which in turn 
would be supported by spacers resting on the foundation. The system would be easily 
convertible from 2 to 1 DOF by putting rods passing through the cups and top part of legs 
thus inactivating the top springs. The vertical movement will be constrained by bolts, 
which can be adjusted to different elevations. The operator will turn on the shaker and 
application of a cyclic load will cause the mass to vibrate within the previously set limits. 
Figure 2.3 depicts this concept.
Figure 2.3. Schematic of concept 3
11
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2.2 Pugh Selection Chart
Concept selection is an important stage in the produet development cycle. 
According to the design of assembly methodology, initial design affects 70% of the 
product cost. This means it is very important to spend ample time in selecting an 
optimum design. Pugh charts are an effective tool for preliminary concept selection. The 
selection process starts by setting up evaluation criteria. One concept (among all 
available concepts) is selected as a datum concept and all the alternatives are compared 
for each criterion, relative to the datum. If the alternative offers poorer performance than 
the datum, then the alternative is assigned a (-) rank. If the alternative is better than the 
datum, then the alternative is assigned a (+) rank. If the alternative offers same 
performanee as the datum, it is assigned a (s) rank. In the end, ranks are summed up and 
the alternative that scores highest (+) rank is selected as the best concept of the available 
alternatives. The Pugh concept selection method for the RVT is given below. First the 
evaluation criteria are described, followed by the comparison matrix.
I-Cost
o Unit cost of product engineering 
System design
- R & D plus testing
Overhead on product engineering 
o Unit manufacturing cost 
Material cost 
Labor cost
Manufacturing expenses (overheads)
II -  Development Risk
o Difficulty in getting viable working system
III- Technical Difficulty
o Completion of project by end of Nov 2002
IV- Performance 
o Friction
Contact area between mass and surroundings 
o Efficiency
Short cycle (Conversion of system from 2 to 1 DOF) and change 
over time 
o Flexibility
Capability of switching from 2 to 1 DOF and vice versa 
o Simplicity
- Ease of implementing system 
o Maintenance
- Easy and quick cleaning of system
12
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0 Safety
Movement of mass within s
Table 2.7. Selectioi
Iv a la a tio a  criteria Baseline concept
s 1
s 1
S 1
fZmaWiO'
S i
s 1
0 1
z - 0 1
z
Concept # 2 Concept #  3
- +
-
- S
+
1 -f +
-
s S
+ 4-
4- +
+3 +6
-3 -1
+2 +5
2.2.1 Concept Selection
Based on design evaluation criteria as shown in Table 2.7, concept 3 exceeds most of the 
base concept and hence it is selected for executing further analysis such as design for 
assembly.
13
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Chapter 3: Material and Process Selection
Selecting materials and manufacturing processes is one of the major activities in 
product design. In the detailed design stage, we are concerned with the behavior 
(strength, fatigue etc.) of the materials under static and dynamic loading and their effect 
on the performance of the part under the expected service conditions. This task requires 
thorough knowledge of how materials behave in service and what processes are needed to 
achieve the final shape of the part. Material performance requirements analysis looks 
closely at functional requirements, processability requirements, reliability requirements, 
resistance to service conditions and cost of the material. Alternative solutions are 
developed, evaluated, screened and the final selection is made. The techniques used for 
optimum material selection are the ‘weighted property index’ and ‘index and chart 
method’. The philosophy explained above will be used in this chapter to select optimum 
materials for different parts of the RVT.
3.1 Material for the Cups
The method for selecting the material for the base, middle and top cups is given
below.
Phase 1 - Performance requirements 
o Functional requirements
Compression load (20,000 psi)
Tensile load (20,000 psi)
- Impact strength
- Weight (under 0.21bs)
- Machinability
o Inexpensive but no trade-off over performance 
o Reliability
o Resistance to service condition
Resistance to standard corrosion due to humidity
14
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Resistance to wear between links ends and middle cup 
Phase 2 - Classification of material requirements
o Go/No-Go requirements or rigid requirements
- Resistance to standard corrosion due to humidity
- Resistance to wear between links ends and middle cup 
o Soft or relative parameters
- High compressive strength (30,000psi)
- High tensile strength (30,000psi)
- High fatigue strength (25,000psi)
Low density (0.21b/in^)
Phase 3 - Alternative solutions and short listing 
Level 1 - Material category
- Metals 
Composites 
Ceramics
Level 2 - Process type
- Machining 
Level 3 - Alloy type
- Aluminum alloys 
Steel alloys 
Cast iron
- Fiber glass composites 
Level 4 - Adequate materials
- Aluminum alloys 
Steel alloys
Phase 4 - Making the selection
The properties o f  materials falling in the above eategory w ill be analyzed by 
index and chart methods.
3.1.1 Index and Chart Method
This method involves two concepts: a performance index and a materials 
selection charts as described in Appendix A.
15
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The process of selecting a material for the cups begins by defining the design 
requirements for the light, stiff column taking into account only compressive load. 
Function Column
Objective Minimize mass
Constraints Length 7 ’ is specified
Support compressive load ‘F< 100 lb’ without buckling 
The objective function is to reduce weight, calculated with equation 3.1.
m = A lp  (3.1)
‘m’ is the cost/kg of the material of the column. It will buckle elastically if ‘F’ exceeds 
the Euler load, Fcnt- The design is safe if
(3.2)
/ =  7ir /^4= I4n
Where ‘n’ is a constant that depends on the end constraints and I  is the second moment of 
area of the column. The load ‘F’ and the length 7 ’ are specified; the free variable is the 
cross sectional area A. Eliminating A in equations 3.2 and 3.1,using the definition of /  
gives equation 3.3.
(3.3)
The pattern of equation 3.3 is: functional requirement, geometry, material. The mass of 
the column is minimized by choosing materials with the largest value of the index.
(3.4)
Value of M is arbitrary selected to draw line of equation 3.4 on ashby’s chart. Therefore, 
for M -  1.414, the acceptable materials from the chart (Figure 3.1 and [3]) are steel 
alloys, glasses, rock, aluminum alloys, and stone. From general screening processes 
glasses, rock and stone are good for compression only whereas a dynamic system may 
undergo tension that overrules this option. Glasses are very brittle and hence are not a 
suitable material.
The materials qualifying for further screening are steel alloys, molybdenum 
alloys, aluminum alloys.
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The process of selecting material for the cups by using index and chart method 
begins by defining the design requirements for the light, stiff column taking into account 
only tensile load.
Function Column
Objective Minimize
Constraints Length 7 ’ is specified
Support tensile load ‘F< 100 W  without failure 
The objective function is to reduce weight
m = A lp  (3.5)
Yield strength = Gys = G^-Sf
Working stress = Gw = F/A 
Where F = Applied load
A = Cross-sectional area 
Sf= Factor of safety
From above equations we can write
A = F .S /G ys  (3.6)
Substituting the value of A into the objective function leads to equation 3.8
m= F. Sf/ Oys. Ip (3.7)
,M == (2? (3.8)
The mass of the column is minimized by choosing materials with the largest value of the 
index.
M =G yJp  (3.9)
Value of M is arbitrary selected to draw line of equation 3.9 on ashby’s chart. Therefore, 
for M = 10, the acceptable materials from the chart (Figure 3.2 and [3]) are steel alloys, 
aluminum alloys, molybdenum alloys and cast irons. Since cast iron is very brittle it is 
not included in the quantitative analysis.
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3.1.2 Weighted Property Index Method
The weighted property index method is used when several properties are taken into 
account as explained in appendix A. In this method each material requirement, or 
property, is assigned a certain weight, depending on its importance. A weighted property 
value is obtained by multiplying the numerical value of the property by a weighting 
factor. The individual weighted property value for each material is then summed to give a 
comparative material performance index. The material with the highest value of 
performance index is selected as the suitable material for the application [4].
I. Weighted Property Index for the Cups.
Following the above procedure, we can determine the suitable material as shown 
below in table 3.1-3.5.
Table 3.1. Positive decision table
  [-.(uwn-w '.iÿi  ^ ^
12 13 14 16
Ain#
ComixwNfe
F«tmu#*en«ih
m Alance
Table 3.2. Weighting factors
m w L , Poa deciaons
T »ns& sUengh 1 0.067
Compweive Mmmgh 3 0.2
Fdigue ^rwigth 3 0.2
Cwmsion reaatmico 2 0.134
Den#Rv 5 0.334
Co* 1 0.067
Tdd 15 1
Table 3.3. Property chart of materials
# ..... .. .......PtOfMW*/.......................
Aluminum Molybdenum
Tewile stf#n#(Km ) 38 43 41
Comprwaive stmmëhtKal 38 43 41
Fati^e  atrengthfKsI) 8.7 26 24
Den@Wb/in3) 0.1 0.283 0.369
Relative Cost 3.66 1 21
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Table 3.4. Scale property table
Pro petti' Aluminum Molybdenum NÊ
T ensile stien(0i KM 95.34
Cotnpresewe stienoth 100 96.34
FatiQue eUength 33.4 100 92
Cormeion reeietmnc# 100 GO 80
DwaW 100 35.33 27.1
Relative Cost 100 4 76
Table 3.5. Weighted property index
Property Aluminum Wkdybdenuni
T ensik 88.4xO.(*7=5a22 100x0.«7"6 7 95.34x0.067=6.38
Compfseeive ebength 89.4x0.2" 17.98 100x02=20 9634x0.2=19.2
Fatlque etrenglh 33.4x0.2=6.68 100x02=20 92x0.2=18.4
CofToekHt resistance 100x0.134=134 60x0.134=8.04 80x0.134=10.72
Density 100x0.334= 3 3 4 35.33x0.334=11 27.1x0334=9
FtdaWve Cbet 27.322x0.067= 1.83 100x0,067=6.7 4.76x0.067=0.3
Weighted Property Index 7912 1 l2 44 1 64
From above table it can be seen that the maximum score is for aluminum so we will 
consider aluminum as it was selected for cups.
3.2 Material for the Rods
The method for selecting a material for the rods is outlined below.
Phase 1- Performance requirements 
o Functional requirements
Must carry compression load (40,000psi)
- Impact strength
Light in weight (under 0.251bs)
- Machinability
o Inexpensive but no trade-off over performance 
o Reliability
o Resistance to service condition
Wear resistance between rods ends and top and middle cups 
Corrosion resistance due to humidity 
Phase 2 - Classification of material requirements
o Go/No-Go requirements or rigid requirements
21
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- Resistance to standard corrosion due to humidity
- Resistance to wear between rod ends and top and middle cups 
o Soft or relative parameters
- High compressive strength (50,000psi)
- High fatigue strength (50,000psi)
- Low density (0.251b/in^)
Phase 3 - Alternative solutions and shortlisiting
Level 1- Material category
- Metals 
Composites
- Ceramics 
Level 2- Process type
- Machining 
Level 2- Alloy selection
- Aluminum alloys
- Steel alloys 
Cast iron
- Fiber glass composites 
Level 4 - Adequate materials
- Aluminum alloys 
Steel alloys
Phase 4 - Making the selection
The properties of materials falling in the above category will be analyzed by the 
index and chart method. This begins by defining the design requirements for the light, 
stiff column taking into account only the compressive load.
Function Column
Objective M inim ize mass
Maximize slenderness 
Constraints Length 7 ’ is specified
Must not buckle under specified load
2 2
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The rod is a slender column of material of density p  and modulus E. it’s length, /, and the 
maximum load, P, it must carry are determined by the design: they are fixed. The radius r 
of the rod is the free variable. The goal is to minimize the mass m of the rod, given by the 
objective fimction.
m=7U^lp  (3.10)
Subject to the constraint that it supports a load P without buckling, the elastic load Pent of 
a column of length 1 and radius r is
ar" (3T1)
Using /  = where /  is the second moment of area of the column. The load P  must not
exceed Pent. Solving for the free variable V’ and substituting it into the equation for m 
gives
(3.12)
The material properties are grouped together in the last pair of brackets. The weight is 
minimized by selecting the subset of materials with the greatest value of the material 
index
A/y (3.1:3)
For M = 1.414, the acceptable materials from the chart (Figure 3.1 and [3]) are steel 
alloys, glasses, rock, aluminum alloys, and stone. From the general screening process 
glasses. Rock and stone are good for compression but they are brittle. Glasses are very 
brittle too and therefore do not qualify as suitable materials.
For slenderness, inverting Equation 3.12 w ithP  = Pcnv gives an equation for the thinnest 
rod, which will not buckle.
r = (3T4)
The thinnest rod must be made of the material with the largest value of the material index
M2=E'^^ (3.15)
For the performance index ‘M2’ the viable materials are steel alloys, aluminum alloys, 
titanium alloys. Steel alloys have a large value of stiffiiess and are less expensive than 
aluminum and titanium alloys therefore steel is chosen in this case (quantitative analysis 
is not needed as only one material was selected).
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3.3 Material for the Links
The method for selecting materials for the link is outlined below.
Phase 1- Performance requirements 
o Functional requirements
Bending moment (20001b-in)
- Impact strength
- Light in weight (under lib)
- Machinability
o Cheap but no trade off over performance 
o Reliability
o Resistance to service condition
- Resistance to wear between links end and middle cups 
Resistance to standard corrosion due to humidity
Phase 2- Classification of material requirements
o Go/No-Go requirements or rigid requirements
Resistance to standard corrosion due to humidity
- Resistance to wear between links end and middle cups 
o Soft or relative parameters
- High fatigue strength (25,000psi)
- Low density (0.21h/in^)
Phase 3 - Alternative solutions and shortlisiting 
Level 1- Material category
- Metals 
Level 2- Process type
- Machining 
Level 3- Alloy selection
Aluminum alloys 
Steel alloys 
Fiber glass composites 
Level 4 - Adequate materials
- Aluminum alloys
24
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Steel alloys 
Phase 4 - Making the selection
Properties of materials falling in the above category will be analyzed with the 
index and chart method.
The process of selecting a material for the link by using index and chart method 
begins by defining the design requirements for the light, stiff beam.
Function Cantilever beam
Objective Minimize mass
Constraints Length 7 ’ is specified
Support bending load 'F<100 lb’ without excessive deflection 
(less than 0.01m)
Objective function = m =  Alp  (3.16)
Where m = Mass
I = Length 
p = Density
Beam end deflection -  5 -  FI /3EI (S.l/T)
Where F= Force applied on free end
I -  Length of the beam 
E = Elastic modulus 
I = Moment of inertia 
I = A^ /471
Substitute value of ‘F in equation 3.17
0 = F f4n/2EA2
(3.18)
v4= (4;rFyjU5. 7/C?
S = F/S
Where S = Engineering stiffness
Substitute the value of stiffhess to get 
Substitute the value of ‘A’ in equation 3.16 to get
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(3.19)
m = (4nf/3E . S) ‘M p
The performance index ean be written from the equation above as
M/ (3.20)
The acceptable materials from the chart (Figure 3.1) are steel alloys, aluminum alloys and 
CFRP. From selected materials, CFRP would not be a viable material because the 
direction of load is perpendicular to direction of fibers. CFRP wouldn’t be able to give 
stiffness that is required for this application. Therefore, steel and aluminum alloys are 
selected.
The process of selecting material for the link by using index and chart method 
begins by defining the design requirements for the light, strong beam.
Function Cantilever beam 
Minimize mass 
Length 7 ’ is specified
Must support load 'F<100 lb' without failure 
Objective function = m = Alp 
Where m = Mass
I = Length 
p  -  Density
G = FLr/I
Objective
Constraints
For a circular cross-seetion I = Ttr /4 
Put the value of T’ in equation 3.22
G = Flr/7ï//4 
G -  4FU70"^
Putting values of ‘r in the equation above
G = 4Fl/n(A/n) '
(321)
(3.22)
(323)
Put value of ‘A ’ in equation 3.21 to get following equation
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üo/c/'S; (3.2X1)
The performance index can be written from the equation above as
.Afz (3.25)
For M2= 10, the acceptable materials in this case (From Figure 3.3 and [3]) are aluminum 
alloys, steel alloys, molybdenum alloys and magnesium alloys.
3.3.1 Index and Chart Method for the Links
The process of selecting a material for the cups by using the index and chart 
method is presented below.
Table 3.6. Positive decision table
" W NWlWNi aon number I U n i t - I T1 2 3 4 5 b ■ 8 3 10 12 15
Tensile etmnqlh 1 0 0 0 1
0 Û 1 1 1
Feliqueslfenqlh 1 1 1 0 0
Corroeion nedeteice 1 0 0 0 1
Density i 0 1 1 1
Ceel 0 0 1 0 0
Table 3.7. Determine weighting factors
Propstly Pusitiv? iJi'ciyyiis W ?i.j!iiig factors 1
T enell# atmnglh 2
StiffnM* 3 0.2
Fatigue etrength 3 0.2
Cofieeion reeietanc* 2
Danekv 4 OjGT
Co* Ï 0 067
15 1
Table 3.8. Property chart of materials
Aluminum 0 I I I 0 0 I I I I I I Molybdenum
Ten@We «trenglh(kd) 38 43 41
Stiffneselksi) 10000 29700 47900
Fatigue atrenqthfkai) 8 .7 26 24
Den«ity(lb/m3) 0.1 0J293 0 3 W
Relative Cost 3.GG 1 21
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Table 3.9. Scale property table
Property
Aluminum Molybdenum
T en sk  dren#h 884 •10 95.34
Stifnea» 21 62 100
ftdi#jeiaf@ngth 33.4 100 92
Corrosion resistance 100 60 80
Density 100 35.33 27.1
Relative Coal 27.322 100 4.76
Table 3.10. Weighted property index
B  Property
T * 1$ ^  #renqth 884x0.134=11.8 100x0.134=134 95.34x0.134=12.7
stHTnws 21x02= 4.2 62x0^=12.7 100x0.2=20
Fatlque strenqth 33.4x0.2=6.68 100x02=20 92x02=18.4
Corrosion resistance 100x0.134=134 60x0.134=8.04 80x0.134=10.72
Density 100x0267= 26.7 35.33x0267=9.5 27.1x0267=7.237
Relative Coat 27.322x0.067=1.83 100x0.067=6.7 4.7W .067=0.3
1 C4 41 70 34 69
It can be seen that in this case steel has the maximum value, hence it was selected as 
the best material for link among the available materials.
3.4 Process Selection
The selection of appropriate proeesses for the manufacture of a partieular part is 
based upon a matching of the required attributes of the part and the various process 
capabilities. Once the overall function of a part is determined, a list can be formulated 
giving the essential geometrical features, material properties, and other attributes that are 
required. This represents a shopping list, which must be fulfilled by material and process 
capabilities. This tabulated approach gives a generic picture of compatible materials and 
process combinations.
There are several methods whieh enable us to select compatible manufacturing 
process for the given material. In this case, we will take help from Ashby’s 
manufaeturing process chart to select manufacturing processes compatible with
2 8
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aluminum and steel as well as satisfying economics and practical constraints (e.g. 
volume, available manufaeturing facility etc.) [9].
o Viable Processes Satisfying Tolerance and Snrface Roughness (for 
Aluminum and Steel)
Surface roughness = 10pm 
Tolerance = 1mm
From [3], the following processes satisfy this criterion: sand casting, die- casting, hot 
forming, cold deformation, machining etc.
o Viable Processes Satisfying Strength and Melting Temperature 
(For Steel Only)
Strength = 285MPa 
Melting temperature = 1773K 
From [3], the following processes satisfy this criterion: conventional easting, machining, 
cold working, hot working, warm working, CVD and evaporation methods.
o Viable Processes Satisfying Strength and Melting Temperature 
(For Aluminum Only)
Strength = 275MPa 
Melting temperature= 933k 
From [3], the following proeesses satisfy this criterion: conventional easting, machining, 
cold working, hot working, warm working, CVD and evaporation methods.
o Viable Processes Satisfying Complexity and Size
Avg. complexity^: 3 
Avg. size = 0.2kg
From [3], the following processes this criterion: pressure die- casting, low pressure, die- 
casting, sand casting, machining and full mold casting.
3 0
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3.4.1 Final Process Selection
It can be seen that die- casting for aluminum and sand casting for steel meets 
process selection criteria but both processes demand high capital. They could have been 
very suitable option for large volumes of production. Since only one system is going to 
be manufactures therefore maehining is selected as a compatible proeess for both 
aluminum and steel. (Note: Another important factor in selecting machining is that the 
only available manufacturing facility in the Keller Building is a machine Lab).
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Chapter 4: Design for Assembly
Design for assembly means ease of assembly. It should be considered at all stages 
of the design proeess, but especially the early stages when design can be changed quickly 
and inexpensively. Studies have shown that design phase usually determines 70% of the 
total cost of the product. Therefore it is imperative to spend ample time in the design 
phase to evaluate and improve design that could result in the most cost effective product. 
DFA provides guidance to improve quality and reliability as well as considerable 
reduction in the assembly and manufacturing cost by cutting down assembly and 
manufacturing time. The reduced ‘time to market’ is the essence of DFA.
DFA has two main principles:
• Simplify the product structure by reducing the number of parts
• Make assembly operation easier to perform
4.1 DFA Principles
The first principle of DFA “Simplify the product structure by reducing the 
number of parts’’ is based on a minimum part count criteria. This criteria asks three 
questions for each part
• During operation does part move relative to other parts?
• Part must be of similar material?
• Part must be separate fi*om all other parts already assembled because otherwise 
assembly or disassembly of other parts would not be possible.
If part satisfies any of the above conditions, it is included as a separate part or else 
eliminated from DFA index calculation. It is very important to note that this elimination 
is carried out without considering practical, technical constraints [6].
4.1.1 Application of the Minimum Part Criteria
Now DFA minimum part count criteria will be applied to all parts of the RVT to 
simplify table structure.
3 2
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a) Foundation plate
Since this part is acting as a base and there are no parts with which it can be 
combined it is theoretically a necessary part.
b) Spacer, base plate, base cup for 1®* spring, base cup for 2"‘' spring
Do not satisfy any condition.
c) Spring
Rules Spring
During c^ratiou part move relative to 
all otiier parts? y
Must the pmt be of «liffcrent m ariai
Must part be separate from all 
otber parts already assembled 
because other%4se assembly or 
disassembly o f  other parts w on't 
be possible?
d) Top cup for 1®* spring
f) Rod
Rutes Top Ctp for P ' Spring
During operabou part move relative to 
all other parts?
Must the part be of diEerent material
Must part be separate from all 
other parts alre&dy assembled 
becm se otherwise assembly or 
disassembly o f  other parts won't 
be possible?
Rules Rod
During operation part move relabve to
all other parts?
Must the part be of different matmaJ V'
&lust part be se|>arate firom all 
other parbi already assembled 
beemise otherwise assembly or 
cfisassembly o f o th»  parts won't 
be possible?
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g) Top cup for 2"** spring
Rula Top etf for y* %aing
Durmg operedoo pau move relative to 
eU other p»t«?
Miiit the pert be of dWerent materiel ✓
Muet part be eeparate &om all 
odrer parte already aeeentlod 
becmee otherwiee aeecmbly or 
dieaeeombly of other p art* wou't 
be poeeWe?
h) Mass plate, link rod end
Do not satisfy any condition.
i) Link rod
Rule* LMcrod
Daria; operadoapart move relative to 
all other parte? ✓
Mmt the part be of dlËèreqt material /
Muwpartbewparate&omall 
other part: already aemoibled 
becmiee otherwise mserhbly or 
diweeembly of otherpert: won't 
bepoee&le?
j) Hub, bushings, all screws
Do not satisfy any condition.
4.1.2 Easy Assembly
The second principle o f  DFA deals with “how  to make assembly operation easier 
to perform” Manual assembly is generally divided into two areas, handling process and 
insertion process. Following are the design guidelines, which give a generic idea of 
making the assembly operation easier to perform.
3 4
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o Design Guidelines for Part Handling
Design parts that have end-to-end symmetry and rotational 
symmetry about the axis of insertion as shown in the Figure 4.1. 
Prolong/exaggerate asymmetry if part can’t be made symmetrical. 
The hole in foundation plate prolongs asymmetry as shown in the 
Figure 4.2.
Avoid parts that are slippery, flexible, delicate, very small or 
hazardous to the handler as shown in the Figure 4.9.
o Design Guidelines for Part Insertion
- Design so that there is little or no resistance to insertion. Provide 
features that guide insertion of two mating parts. Provide clearance 
as shown in the Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
Standardize by using same parts as shown in the Figure 4.5.
- Use pyramid assembly as shown in the Figure 4.6.
Avoid holding of parts during or in subsequent assembly processes 
as shown in the Figure 4.3.
Design so that part is located before it is released as shown in the 
Figure 4.7.
- Avoid repositioning of partially completed assembly in the fixture 
as shown in the Figure 4.6.
4.2 DFA Index
DFA index or assembly efficiency is defined as ratio of theoretical minimum time 
to actual assembly time. The equation for calculating the DFA index ‘Ema’ is given below
Ema~ Nmin.ta/tma (4.1)
Where
Nmin = Theoretical minimum number of 
parts (obtained from minimum part count 
criteria)
35
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ta = Basic assembly time for one
part(usually 3 sec)
tma = Estimated time to complete
assembly of product (calculated by classification 
system that gives general time estimates for given 
part,based on geometric complexity, in terms of 
manual handling and insertion) [6],
Figure 4.1. Base cup has ‘0’ beta symmetry and aligning rod 
has ‘180’ alpha symmetry
Different
s iz e  Viole
 ------ — M
0.5-inch 
hole
Figure 4.2. 0.5 inch hole is drilled intentionally to orient plate 
in correct direction
3 6
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Figure 4.3. Round chamfer guiding spring during insertion
Figure 4.4. Chamfer on mass plate and bolt facilitating insertion
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sion.
Efficiency of assembly for design as shown in Figure ‘4.8’ can be calculated as follows.
4.2.1 Geometric Complexity Table
The geometric complexity table of the old design is given below.
Table 4.1. Part geometric complexity table (Alpha Angle of Symmetry: 
rotational symmetry of a part about an axis perpendicular to its axis of 
insertion. Beta Angle of Symmetry: rotational symmetry of part about its 
axis of insertion. Total Angle of symmetry: sum of alpha and beta 
symmetry [6])
P*ftlD A lpha amn le of s  ymmaUlf B eta a n d *  of symmetry Total aiiflls of syinm etry
1 Foundation date 180 180 360
2 Soacer 1% 0 180
3 Baseplate 1M 180 360
4 Base CUD for 1*sDnnq 350 0 360
5 SDitnq 180 0 180
6 Topcupforl^sprlnq 360 0 360
7 Base CUD T o ry  sprinq 350 0 360
8 Rod 180 0 180
9 Too CUD for 2^ sorinq 350 0 360
10 Mass date 350 90 450
11 Link rod end 1M 0 180
12 Link rod 350 0 360
13 Hub 360 0 360
14 Bustilnq I N 0 180
15 AWqnInq rods 350 0 360
15 Foundation date bolts 350 0 350
17 Shaker k ise  bdts 350 0 360
18 Setscrews 350 0 360
19 Mass date bdts 360 0 360
20 Nut 180 0 180
4.2.2 DFA Analysis Table
DFA analysis table of the old design is given below.
Table 4.2. Codes assigned from classification system [6]
S1
a s
III
I
!
!i
i1
a I I.
&11
«h
s
i
I fIÎ
1
I!
5^
| |
1 1 94 3 08 5.5 9 5 7S23 1
2 4 00 113 34 5 28 52 23 78568 0
3 1 94 3 03 3.5 6.5 5421 0
4 4 10 1.5 34 5 30 25.0Q 0
5 8 05 1.84 03 3.5 42.72 35.Ë2848 1
6 4 10 1.5 03 3.5 20 io .M 1
7 4 10 1.5 34 6 30 25.02 0
8 4 00 1 ^3 03 3.5 18 62 15.44568 1
9 4 10 1.5 03 3.5 20 16 68 0
10 1 97 5 03 3.5 8 5 7 089 1
11 4 00 143 03 3.5 18.52 15.44568 0
12 4 10 15 34 6 30 25 02 1
13 1 10 1.5 15 12M 0
14. 4 00 1 13 31 5 24 52 20 44968 0
15 4 91 3 34 6 36 30.024 1
16 8 10 1.5 34 6 GO 5&M 0
17 4 10 1.5 34 6 30 25 02 0
18 32 14 &T8 34 5 218,3078 0
19 4 10 1.5 34 6 25 02 0
20 8 00 1,13 34 5 57.04 47.57136 0
763.8 7
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From above table substituting values in the equation ‘4.1’. This gives
DFA = 7. 3/763.6=2.75%
4.2.3 DFA Analysis of New Design
Keeping in view a minimum part criteria and design guidelines, the design was 
subjected to evaluation and series of modifications. A final design is shown in the Figure 
4.9. It may be noted that these modifications were carried out keeping in mind ‘design 
guidelines for machining’ too, which will be explained in next chapter.
4.2.3.1 Geometric Complexity Table
A geometric complexity table of the new design is given below
Table 4.3. Geometric complexity table [6]
PMtID Pm* name Alpha anal# of mvmmafm B«*a ansle  of svmmetiv Total «male of symmetrv
1 Foundation plate 180 180 360
2 Siaacer 180 0 180
3 Base plate 1M 180 360
4 Base cup for 1* spring 360 0 360
5 Sorinq 180 0 180
G Middle cup for spring 360 0 360
? Rod 180 0 180
8 Top cup for 2"  scrinq 360 0 360
9 Mass plate 360 90 450
10 Link rod 360 0 360
11 Hub 360 0 360
12 Bushing 180 0 180
13 Aliwlng rods 360 0 360
14 Foundation plate bolts 360 0 360
15 Shaker base bdts 360 0 360
1G Mass plate boKs 360 0 360
17 Nut 180 0 180
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4.2.3.2 DFA Analysis Table
DFA analysis table for a new design is given below
Table 4.4. DFA analysis
:
e
c
£
* 1
111
9
S
:
h
&
1
fJc
i
1 1
1
8
!
5'
H
I
i
G
s
i
I f
l i
O M
•c
I
1
Ji
1!
II
8 9
III
1 1 84 3 08 6.6 9.5 7*M 1
2 4 00 1.13 34 6 28.52 23.78668 0
3 1 94 3 03 3.5 6.6 6.421 0
4 4 10 1.6 34 6 30' 2&M 0
S 8 OS 1*1 03 3.5 i2.72 35.62848 1
6 4 10 1.6 03 3.5 1&M 1
7 4 00 1.13 03 3.5 18.52 15.44568 1
8 4 10 1.5 03 3.5 20 16.68 0
9 1 97 6 03 3.5 8.5 7489 1
10 4 10 1.5 34 6 30 2&MI 1
11 1 10 Ï.5 0 0 1.5 12M 0
12 4 00 1.13 31 5 2442 20.44968 0
13 4 91 3 34 6 36 %.024 1
14 8 ïb 1.6 34 8 dd Bd'.M 0
1$ 4 10 1.5 34 6 30 25.02 0
16 4 10 1.5 34 6 % 2&M 0
17 4 do 143 34 6 28.52 23.78568 0
424.8 364.2832 7
From table 4.4 putting values in the equation ‘4.1’. This gives new assembly efficiency as 
given below
DFA = 7. 3/424.8=5%
The minimum part count criteria still eliminates many parts in the modified design but by 
completely omitting technical constraints. In this project, the RVT will be manufactured 
in the Keller Engineering building which is equipped with machining facilities only. This 
technical constraint following sub constraints of machines kept this design to have those 
(unwanted) parts. Design efficiency can be improved by roughly 50% if we consolidate 
parts as follows
o Foundation plate and spacer.
o Base plate, aligning rods and bottom cup for spring, 
o Hub, link Rod and middle cup. 
o Mass plate and top cup.
4 3
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These changes require different manufacturing processes (e.g. die casting) and different 
economic calculations to come up with a cost effective process that has optimum 
performance.
4.3 Effect of Weight on Assembly Time
A table showing effect of mass on assembly time is presented below.
Table 4.5. Time penalties due to weight of the part
a
i
g
e
a
•I
J
11
{ill
i i l i
R
II
% #1- ,5  JS
1
1
! i
a. »
i !
ij
1 Foundation plate 1 20 6 +57 1^7 +57+1.5=3.07
2 Spacer 4 0.254 1.13 0.00633222 0.025329
3 B ase plate 1 15 6 1.1775 +1775 +1775+1.5=2.6775
4 Base cup for 1** spring 4 (L0785 1.13 0.001957005 0.007828
5 Spfino 8 0.1 1.13 0.002493 0.019944
6 Middle CUP for spring 4 0.157 1.13 0.00391401 0.015656
7 Rod 4 0JM 3M 1.13 0.002077542 aOM31
8 Top CUP for 2"^  spring 4 0.078 1.13 0.00194454 0.007778
9 Mass Plata 1 50 7 4475 44% 4.475+1.5=5.975
10 Link rod 4 a n s 1.13 0.01942047 0.077682
11 Hub 1 0.5 1.13 0.012465 0.012465
12 Bushina 4 0.001 1.13 0.00002493 997E-05
13 Alignmg rods 4 1.11 1.13 0 0276723 0.110689
14 Founcktion plate bolts 4 0.01 1.13 041002493 0.000997
IS Shaker base bdts 4 041 1 13 0.0002493 OJOW97
16 Mass d ate  bolts 4 041 1.13 0.0002493 0.000997
17 Nut 4 aoos 1.13 O.Ma^437 0.000897
1Z01217015
4.4 Total Assembly Cost
Total Assembly cost can be obtained by determining the total assembly time and 
multiplying that amount with the labor rate. From the above tables the total assembly 
time is 436.8 sec (424.8+12). The labor rate is $30/hr so the total assembly cost = 436.81 
X 30/3600 -$3.64. DFA analysis of modified design shows that $3.64 would be required 
to assemble one vibration table.
4 4
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Chapter 5: Finite Element Analysis of Design
Finite element analysis was first developed for use in the aerospace and nuclear 
industries where the safety of structures is critical. Today, the growth in usage of the 
method is directly attributable to the rapid advances in computer technology in recent 
years. FEA consists of a computer model of a material or design that is loaded and 
analyzed for specific results. It is used in new product design and existing product 
refinement.
Verifying that a proposed design will be able to perform to the specifications prior 
to manufacturing or construction is the essence of FEA. Modification of an existing 
product or structure is carried out by FEA to qualify product or structure for a new 
service condition. In the case of structural failure, FEA may be used to help determine the 
design modifications required to meet the new condition [7],
Mathematically, the structure to be analyzed is subdivided into a mesh of finite 
sized elements of simple shape. Within each element the variation of displacement is 
assumed to be determined by simple polynomial shape functions and nodal 
displacements. Equations for the strains and stresses are developed in terms of the 
unknown nodal displacements. From this, the equations of equilibrium are assembled in a 
matrix form which can be easily be programmed and solved on a computer. After 
applying the appropriate boundary conditions, the nodal displacements are found by 
solving the matrix stiffness equation. Once the nodal displacements are known, element 
stresses and strains can be calculated.
5.1 Types of Analysis
The types of FEA analysis used to verify the RVT design recommended by DEM and 
DFA are presented below.
5.1.1 Linear Static Analysis
Linear static analysis represents the most basic type of analysis. The term “linear” 
means that the computed response- displacement or stress- is linearly related to the
45
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applied load. The term “static” means that forces do not vary with time or that the time 
variation is insignificant and can therefore be safely ignored.
A static analysis calculates the effects of steady loading conditions on a structure while 
ignoring inertia and damping effects, such as those caused by time-varying loads. A static 
analysis can however, include steady inertia loads (such as gravity and rotational 
velocity) and time-varying loads that can be approximated as static equivalent loads (such 
as the static equivalent wind and seismic loads commonly defined in many building 
codes). The linear static analyses o f different parts of the RVT are presented below. It 
may be noted that units of stress and displacement are Ib/in^  and inches.
Figure 5.1. M eshed model of the hase cup
Figure 5.2. Von Mises stresses in the base cup
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Figure 5.5. Von Mises stresses in the middle cnp
Figure 5.6. Nodal displacements in the middle cnp
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Figure 5.7. M eshed model of the top cup
Figure 5.8. Von Mises stresses in the top cup
Figure 5.9. Nodal displacements in the top cup
4 9
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id#»"
Figure 5.10. M eshed model of the link
Figure 5.11. Von Mises stresses in the link
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Figure 5.12. Nodal displacements in the link
Figure 5.13. M eshed model of the base plate
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Figure 5.14. Von Mises stresses in the base plate
Figure 5.15. Nodal displacements in the base plate
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Figure 5
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Figure 5.18. Nodal displacements in the foundation plate
5.1.2 M odal Analysis
Modal analysis computes the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a structure. The 
natural frequencies are the frequencies at which a structure will tend to vibrate if 
subjected to a disturbance. Normal mode analysis is used for
• Assessing the dynamic interaction between component and its supporting 
structure.
•  Assessing the effect o f design changes on the dynamic characteristics.
•  Using the modes in a subsequent forced response analysis.
•  Using natural frequencies as a guide to selecting the proper time or frequency step 
for transient and frequency response analysis.
In normal mode analysis there is no applied load and the structure has no damping 
properties [8]. The modal analysis of the RVT is presented below.
Sat
i 3.2563 1 2 2
Î 3.2563 I 3 3
4 3.2563 I 4
5 16.347 t 5
6 116.45 1 6 6
7 115.45 1 7 7
9 116.45 1 3 8
9 205.28 1 9 9
54612. 10
Help
Figure 5.19. M odal frequencies of the RVT
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Figure 5.20.1st modal shape
Figure 5.21.2nd modal shape
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Figure 5.22. 3rd modal shape
m
1
Figure 5.23. 4th modal shape
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Figure 5.24. 5th modal shape
Figure 5.25. 6th modal shape
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»Figure 5.26. 7th modal shape
W
#
Figure 5.27. 8th modal shape
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Figure 5.28. 9th modal shape
ma
Figure 5.29. Final modal shape
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5.1.3 Harmonie Analysis
Any sustained cyclic load will produce a sustained cyclic response (a harmonic 
response) in a structural system. Harmonic response analysis gives the ability to predict 
the sustained dynamic behavior of your structures. This enables the verification of 
whether or not designs will successfully overcome resonance, fatigue, and other harmful 
effects of forced vibrations.
Harmonic response analysis is a method used to determine the steady-state 
response of a linear structure to loads that vary sinusoidally {harmonically) with time.
The idea is to calculate the structure's response at several frequencies and obtain a graph 
of some response quantity (usually displacements) versus frequency. "Peak" responses 
are then identified on the graph and stresses reviewed at those peak frequencies.
In this case (RVT), modal frequencies are taken from modal analysis results and a 
harmonic analysis is executed by applying ideal boundary conditions (no friction, no 
movement of node (joints) in horizontal plane of the system. Results of harmonic analysis 
are shown in the Figure 5.28.
Figure 5.30. Displacement vs. frequency plot
In order to clearly visualize maximum displacements of vibrating system, logarithmic 
plot is used which is shown in the Figures 5.29 to 5.32.
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Figure 5.31. Displacement vs. frequency log plot
Figure 5.32. Displacement at frequency 18.34Hz
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Figure 5.33. Displacement at frequency 18.34Hz(log plot)
Figure 5.34. Displacement at frequency 205.28Hz
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Figure 5.35. Displacement at frequency 205.28Hz (log plot)
It can be seen that two frequencies, 18.43Hz and 205.28Hz, have critical values of 
displaeements so care must be taken to avoid applying forces having matching 
frequencies.
5.1.4 Transient Analysis
Transient analysis is used to compute the behavior of a structure subjeeted to 
time-varying excitation. The transient excitation is explicitly defined in time domain. All 
of the forces applied to the structure are known at each instant in time. Forces can be in 
the form of applied forces and/or enforced displacements. In order to eompute the 
transient behavior of system a 100 lb load is applied on the link with a time step size of 
‘0.001 ’ sec.
It may be noted that the analysis executed assuming frictional forces zero!
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Figure 5.36. Displacement at frequency 18.34Hz with 
‘0’ frictional force and ‘0’ gravity
Figure 5.37. Displacement at frequency 18.34Hz with 
‘0’ frictional force
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Chapter 6: Design for Manufacture
Design for manufacture means ease of manufacture of the collection of parts that 
will make the product when assembled. Design for manufacture estimates the cost of 
manufacturing components in order to quantify the improvements suggested by design 
for assembly analysis. The focus is on the design for machining, as it is the only facility 
available to manufacture RVT in the Keller labs. In machining, material is removed from 
the work piece until the desired shape is achieved. This material removal process is a 
direct function of cost and requires careful attention while designing any product [6, lOJ.
6.1 Design Guidelines for Machining
It was mentioned earlier that the modification of design as shown in the Figure 
4.8 was carried out keeping in view the DFM. The basic design for manufacture 
guidelines used in modifying base concept are written below
o Standardization
- Utilize standard components like springs, bushings, washers, bolts, nuts etc.
- Utilize standard pre-shaped workpieces as shown in the Figure 6.1.
Employ standard machined features as shown in the Figure 6.2.
o Raw materials
Choose raw material that will result in minimum component cost as described 
in chapter 3.
- Utilize raw material in the standard forms supplied as shown in the Figure 6.3.
o Component Design (General)
- Design component so that it can be manufactured on one machine tool only. 
(The cups were manufactured completely on lathe and plates were 
manufactured on milling machine)
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Design component so that machining is not needed on the unexposed surfaces 
of the workpiece when the component is gripped in the work-holding device 
as shown in the Figure 6.4.
□
Figure 6.1. Standard pre-shaped material for manufacturing material
Standard
chamfer
0.5 and 0.25 
inch standard 
hole
Standard UNC 
13 threads
Figure 6.2. Standard machined feature
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linch 
shaft for 
the cups
linch thick 
aluminum 
plate for the 
mass
Vi inch thick 
aluminum plate for 
the base and the 
foundation plate
/
Figure 6.3. Standard form of raw materials
Unexposed surface (due 
to holding in the chuck)
Figure 6.4. No machining required on the unexposed surface
i
Figure 6.5. Holes are normal to the workpiece and related by a pattern
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- Avoid machined features the machining facility is not equipped to handle, (all 
components were designed keeping in mind the eonstraints of Keller machine 
shop facility)
- Design the component so that the workpiece, when gripped in the work- 
holding device, is sufficiently rigid to withstand the machining forces. FEA 
analysis can he executed to determine the behavior of material under loading.
- Verify that when features are to be machined the tool, tool holder, work, and 
work holding device will not interfere with one and other. This factor was 
considered both in produet and proeess design
Ensure that auxiliary holes or main bores are cylindrical and have L/D ratios 
that make it possible to machine them with standard drills or boring tools. 
Ensure that auxiliary holes are normal or parallel to the work piece axis and 
related by a pattern as shown in the Figure 6.5.
Ensure that ends of blind holes are conical and that in a tapped blind hole the 
thread does not continue to the bottom of the hole as shown in Figure 6.6.
- Avoid bent holes or dogleg holes. (No such features were included)
o Rotational Components
- Ensure that eylindrical surfaces are coneentric, and plane surfaees are normal 
to the component axis as shown in the Figure 6.7.
- For internal comers on the eomponent, speeify radii equal to the radius of a 
standard rounded tool comer as shown in the Figure 6.8.
- Avoid intemal feature for long components. (No intemal features in the 
aligning rod, the link rod ete.)
- Avoid features with very long or very short L/D ratios. (All L/D ratios fall 
well within moderate range)
o Nonrotational Parts
- Provide a base for work holding and reference as shown in the Figure 6.9.
6 8
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If possible, ensure that the exposed surfaces of the component consist of a 
series of mutually perpendicular plane surfaces parallel to and normal to the 
base surface as shown in the Figure 6.10.
Threads are up to 
0.375inch in 0.5- 
inch deep hole
Figure 6.6. Blind hole having a conical end
Figure 6.7. Concentric cylindrical surfaces and normal plane surfaces
6 9
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P""WWà
Radius equal 
to the tool 
radius
Figure 6.8. Middle eup having radius on either side on internal corners
Figure 6.9. Bottom surface acting as a reference
Figure 6.10. Side and top surfaces are normal and parallel to the base
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- Ensure that intemal comers normal to the base have a radius equal to a 
standard tool radius.
- Avoid cylindrical bores in long components.
- Avoid extremely long or extremely thin components.
- Ensure that in flat or cubic components main bores are normal to the base as 
shown in the Figure 6.11.
- Avoid blind bores in large cubic components as shown in the Figure 6.12.
- Avoid intemal machined features in cubic boxlike components. (No such 
feature were included)
o Assembly
Ensure that assembly is possible as shown in the Figure 6.13.
- Ensure that each operating machined surface on a component has a 
corresponding machined surface on the mating components as shown in the 
Figure 6.14
Ensure that intemal comers do not interfere with a corresponding extemal 
comer on the mating component as shown in the Figure 6.15
o Accuracy and Surface Finish
- Specify the widest tolerance and roughness surface that will give the required 
performance for operation surface. (Surface finish o f ‘250’ was recommended 
for tumed parts and 200 for aligning rods)
- Ensure that surfaces to be finished are raised and never intersect to form 
comers as shown in the Figure 6.16.
6.2 Cost Estimation for Machined Components
The machining cost o f  the rotational and non rotational components o f  the RVT 
are calculated as given below.
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6.2.1 Machining Cost of Rotational Component
A MathCAD cost model is used in calculating the cost of rotational components. 
Sample worksheet of turning and drilling operations for the base cup and the middle cup 
are shown in the next page.
Figure 6.11. Bores are normal to the base
Figure 6.12. All through holes
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Figure 6.13. Assembled vibration table
Machined bottom 
surface of the plate and 
the spacer
Figure 6.14. Mating surfaces are machined
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No
interference
Figure 6.15. Fillets on the spacer and chamfer on the plate hole avoiding 
potential interference
Raised
surface
Figure 6.16. Surfaces for ground finish
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6.2.1.1 Sample Worksheet for Turning Operation
A worksheet to calculate the cost of the turning operation is presented below.
Machining c o s t
Raw miaWal I'dta.
V  is a vanabk k r  cutting velocity wiWi the units of 
feet per mmute
Finislwd size (Average) to be 0.7075" dia
L = 1j"
Lot =  4  pcs
Over travel of tool 'ot^0.05inches 
Outer Dia 'dOr = 1 imclws 
Finislwd Dia W = .7075
& ?" o.ot
D :-
a  ?" 0.2) For carbide tools
)" .7073
D -0.K 4
L t.3 Pt 003
Handling time (min) Cutter Chg. time(min)
Machining Time
Tool life defined by:
I
4 3 »  300"
m
n is a constant
Units on V  are test per minute end ±  is m minutes per workpiece. 
Unconstrainted minknum cutting time(nmwtes) is
?" too, 110 .1000 V?" 300,310 .000
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Conclusion:
So minimum cutting time is 3.08 min. st approx. 
549.3 surface feet pw minute.
Batch setup time 
t ,  3
Batch SÎM 
4
Cpr(V):-
pper.r^a($^r)
30 
00
y m l
V :-2 « ,3 4 3 ..3 4 9
Insert coat
€(>.12
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v >  342,243.24$
V -
242
243
244
246
24$
247
24$
248
-1.71S10 4
-1.24110 *
-T.eoeiD
-2.88810 .*
1.87810 4
g.337 10 4
1.08810 -«
1.5810-:
Camchwlon:
S o  minimum coot «  «! 24$ # u A c*  (w ( p#f mkiut#
t h o m W , (he coe( ie - 121$ WfWPIece
The details of formulas used in the above model are given m [6]. The sample drilling and 
milling operation worksheet are described in Appendix B.
The following table (6.1) is obtained by building a Math CAD cost model for all the 
rotational components of the RVT.
Table 6.1. Manufacturing cost analysis for all rotational components
Part mam#
Number
oftkno#
opomtkm
ropedod
MncNno
tool
Material
typo Operation type
Machining
cost
{$/piec#
Sub
total
($ )
Baae ci* fbr mpMng 4 CMC l#$M Aluminum Twning 2 J 1 9 8 8 7 6
4 Tlweadlng 2.5 10
lO.ii'b
WUckW* cup for #pMng 4 Tienlng 1.557 6 2 2 8
4 Dfillirva0.25inch hole 2.1% 8 5 0 4
4 OfiNn80.375inch hole 1.887 7 5 4 8
2 2 ^ 8
Top etip for y  #prkia 4 Twnmg 2.168 8 5 3 2
4 DrBng O j inch hoi# 2.145 8.58
4 DrlNng 8 2 6  k ch  hole 2.127 8 5 0 8
25.72
Spacer 4 Turning 1.8333 7.3332
4 Threedinq 2 8
15533
Aligning rod# 4 S tw l Turning 1 653 6.612
4 Thrsaditvfi 18 7.2
135 1 2
Link rod 4 S lw l Turning 1.803 7 2 1 2
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6.2.2 Machining Cost of Non-Rotational Component
A cost table calculated by using the MathCAD cost model for the non-rotational 
parts of the RVT is shown below.
Table 6.2. Manufacturing cost analysis for all non-rotational components
Part name
Number 
of times 
operation 
repeated
Machine
tool
Material
type O  peration type
Machining
cost
($fplece
Sub
total
($ )
Foundatton plate e CNC mm Aluminum Drilling 0,25inch hole 3 24
4 Diilling..312Sinch hole 0 607 2 028
4 Dtiliina 0,4213incli hole 0 6 1 2 04
4 Tapping 0.4218im:h hoi# 0.21 0.84
4 Tappina 0 ,3125inch hole 0 2 0 8
29.708
Base plate 4 Drilling O.Sinch hole 5.612 22.048
4 Drilling O.SSTSinch hole 0,616 2 0 6 4
4 Tapping 0.687Sirrch hole 0.7 2 8
4 DriUIng 0 4 2 1 8  hoi* 0 61 2 04
1 W llna 8gu#r* Slot 0.635 0 636
2 9 6 8 7
Mas# Mat* 4 Drilling 0 5 in c h  hole 5.612 22.048
4 Drilling 0,625 inch hole 0.515 2 06
24.108
Hub 2 Slael Drilling 0,5inch hole 1.627 3.0W
2 Drilling 0,4218inch hole 1.523 3'6%
2 Tappinq 0.4218inch hols 2 i 6.6
11 /
6.2.3 Total Cost
The total cost of the parts will be the sum of the machining cost and the material 
cost. A following table shows the total cost in that form.
Table 6.3. Total cost analysis
Part ID Quantly
Type of 
meleital
Material 
cost per 
powmd0/k|
Weight of
material
per
pbcedbl
Material
cost
M achining
co st
Total
c o s t# )
B a a e  cu p  for 1*  #prlng 4 Aluminum 2 0.158 1.264 18.876 20.14
M iddle cup krepM m g 4 Aluminum 2 0.157 1.256 22 28 23.536
Top cup k r  2 ^ 4 Aluminum 2 0.0785 0.628 25.72 26.348
S p ecer 4 Aluminum 2 0.2M 2.12 15.333 17.453
A ligning rod# 4 Steel 1.11 2.2644 13.812 16.0764
U m krod 4 Steel 0j1 3.18 6.4464 11.212 17.6584
Foundation pWte 1 Aluminwn 2.5 18 45 29.76e 74.708
B a a e iA d e 1 Aluminum 2.5 18 45 29.587 74.587
M w # Pl#te 1 Aluminwn 2.5 50 125 24.108 149.108
Hub 1 Steel 0.51 0.99 0.5049 11.7 12 2049 
'  431.82
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From DFM analysis the estimate of manufacturing cost for the vibration table is 
$431.82. It may be noted that certain costs like the cost of the bolts, the nuts and the 
spring pins etc. were ignored for the simplification in the cost calculations.
6.3 Machining Cost for Large Batch Size
Volume production does make a difference on the final decision of any design, 
material and process selection. The following table represents the machining cost of the 
rotational and non-rotational parts for a batch size of one hundred.
Table 6.4. Manufacturing costs for batch production
Pmitnmma
Number 
of dme# 
opermUon 
n»p##t#d
Machine
tool
IWerlml
type Operation tyiM
M achining
cost
($fphxce
Sub
total
cup for apMug 4 CMC L#h# Aluminum 1.8 6.4
4 Threeding 1.8 7.2
n .6
Md(9o CMP for #prlUB 4 Twmng 1Æ58 6.232
4 DnNlntKI.25mch hole 1Æ07 6028
4 Drilliiici0.375inch hole 1 jOS 602
1828
Top ci#fbr2'* '#pdng 4 Turning 1.639 6.156
4 DhBing O.Sinch hole 1.526 6.104
4 DhNmg 0.25inch hole 1.508 6.032
18J92
Spacer 4 Tufimg 1.585 604
4 T h read in g 1.8 7.2
13.54
Allpnlng rod# 4 Steel Tummg 1^29 6.116
4 Thread Ing 1.68 C 72
12036
Unk rod 4 Seel T urning 1.68 6.72
2 Thread inq 1.9 3.8
1002
FoMiuWion plot# 8 CNC MM A lum inum Dndmg 0.26 mch hole 2.S 20
4 Ddlllng.3125inoh hole 0D12 0.048
4 DriXing 0A218lnch hole 04115 0.06
4 T ap p in g  0,421 Sinch hole 04112 0.048
4 Tapping 0.312Slnch hole 0 01 0 04
20.190
Base plate 4 DriXIng O.Sinch hole 5 017 20.068
4 Drilling 0.66751nch h o le 0,021 0,084
4 T ap p in g  0,687Sinch hole 0.03 0.12
4 DriXIng 0.4218 hole 04115 006
1 Milling s q u a re  slot 0.14 0.14
20.472
M### plat# 4 Drilling O.Sinch hole 5017 20.068
4 Drilling 0 .625inch hole 0 02 008
2J.14S
Hub 2 Steel Drilling O.Sinch hole 1032 2.064
2 Drilling 0.42181 nch hole 1028 2.056
2 Tappmg 0.4218inch hole 2 4
8.12
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6.4 Total Cost (Batch Production)
The total cost for batch size of one hundred vibration tables is shown in the 
following table. It may be noted that the material cost in this case is kept constant 
whereas in reality it may reduce with an increasing quantity of material.
Table 6.5. Total cost analysis for batch production
Pen ID QemUv
Type of 
MM##W
WeWrW
coetpef
IwundAnW
Weight of
mefehel
per
plecellbl
MeeerW
coet
Machining
co#f
Total
B a w  cup tor 1* apdng 4 Alummum 2 0.158 1.264 13.6 14.864
Middle cup for epring 4 Aluminum 2 0.157 1.256 18.28 19.536
T<^ cup for 2"* ep rk g 4 Alummum 2 0.0785 0.628 18.292 18.92
Spacer 4 Aluminum 2 0.255 2.12 13.54 15.66
Aligning rod# 4 Steel 0.51 1.11 2.2644 12.836 15.1004
U nk rod 4 S te d 0.51 3.16 6.4464 10.52 16.9664
Foundation p k te 1 Aluminum 2.5 18 45 20.196 65.196
B##e plate 1 AlurrAtum 2.5 18 45 20.272 65.272
Mae# plat# 1 Alummum 2 j 50 125 20.148 145.148
Hut) 1 SlB ^ 0.51 0.99 0.5049 8.12 8.6249
3 8 5 .2 9
From the above table it is concluded that a 10.67% reduction in the cost per system is 
incurred for a batch size of one hundred.
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Chapter 7: Design for Environment/ Design for Disassembly
Design for recycling and design for disassembly are two names for the approach 
that facilitates the removal of recyclable materials. It can be defined as the methodology 
that is intended to provide products with easy disassembly and separation of materials so 
that components can be reused and material reprocessed. Serviceability/maintainability, 
refurbishability, and reusability are all attributes of design for environment, [11, 12],
Design guidelines used for green design usually overlaps good portion of those 
used for ease of assembly and ease of service. Parts that are easily assembled following a 
good design for assembly practice are more easily disassembled for recycling too. Design 
guidelines, which particularly address environmental issues, were kept in mind while 
designing the RVT.
7.1 Design Guidelines
Following are the design guidelines used to address DFE issues while designing RVT.
- Avoid as much as possible the use of toxic materials in the product and in its 
manufacturing process. (Aluminum and steel were used in most of the 
structure and are non-toxic)
- Design the product and its components to be reusable, refurbished, or 
recyclable. (Aluminum plates can be reused as stock material in machine 
shop)
- Minimized the number of parts such as described in chapter 4.
- Minimize the amount of materials in the product. (FEA analysis were used to 
reduce the amount of material)
- Utilize the minimum number of screw head types and sizes used in fasteners 
in one product or portion of the product. (Only two types of fasteners were 
used, bolts/nuts and pins)
Use the fewest number of fasteners to reduce the disassembly time as 
described in chapter 4.
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Minimize the number of different materials in a product. (Three types of 
material were used: steel, aluminum and nylon bushings)
Avoid the use of composite materials. (No composites were used)
Avoid designs that require spray-painted finishes. (No paint on most of the 
parts)
Design the product to utilize recycled materials from other sources. (Recycled 
aluminum was used in the design)
8 2
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Chapter 8: The Manufacturing Details
8.1 Construction
The foundation plate is mounted on a bed having 1-inch (threaded) hole grids. 
Spacers are bolted on four comers of the foundation plate and support the base plate. 
Base cups are screwed onto the comers of the plate. The springs rest over the cups and 
spring pins are used to stop the spring from jumping up. Link rods connected to the hub 
pass through the middle cups, which in tum rest over the top ends of the first row of 
springs. Spring pins pass through the link rod ends to prevent any movement in a plane 
normal to the axis of the table. The second row of springs rests over the middle cup and 
supports the top cups that are rigidly connected to the mass plate through bolts as shown 
in the Figure 8.1. Aligning rods are bolted to the base plate and pass through the mass to 
prevent any rotational movement of the table. The spring pins on the top of aligning rods 
are used for safety reasons. The guide rails connected to aligning rods are used to prevent 
rotation of the link rod in the plane perpendicular to the table (not shown in the figure). 
The nylon bushings fit into the aligning rod holes (in the mass plate) to reduce friction 
Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.1. Vibration table Figure 8.2. Exploded view
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8.2 Working
The operator bolts the Electrodynamic Shaker to the base plate and adjusts the 
short rods between the shaker knob and the hub. Other vibration measuring devices are 
attached to the vibration table. When the shaker turns on, vertical cyclic force is 
transferred through the short rod, hub and link rod to the middle cups which in tum start 
oscillating in the vertical plane due to the presence of springs on both the bottom and top 
end. The motion of the cups causes the mass plate to vibrate in the same plane as shown 
in Figure 8.3. Devices attached to the table records oscillating behavior of the table under 
forced vibration. Once the results are recorded, the shaker is tumed off. The mass plate is 
taken off and steel rods are inserted into the top row of the springs through holes in the 
top cup and the middle cup thus deactivating the top row (second row) of springs. The 
mass plate is replaced and table behaves as a one degree of freedom vibration table. The 
same sequence of operations is repeated and results are compared.
4  Vibration of mass
Application of cyclic load
Figure 8.3. Vibration table
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8.3 Detailed Drawings
The detailed drawings of the RVT are shown below. The detailed drawings of individual 
parts are presented in Appendix C.
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8.4 G CODES
CNC programs are usually made up of word addresses. These start with a letter 
and are usually followed by a numeric value. A word is usually referred to by its letter, 
hence the word X 3.5 (specifying an X axis position) would be called an "X-word” and 
the word F 15.0 (specifying a feed rate) would be called an "F-word”. “G-words" specify 
things called Preparatory Function Codes and have come to be called "G-codes". G-codes 
often trigger machine movement; actually to be technically proper, they often trigger 
slide or axis movement. A sample program of the base plate for the CNC milling machine 
is presented in Appendix D
The G-codes were created for both the CNC milling and the turning center by 
using Pro-Engineer manufacturing module. A sample program is shown in the Figure 8.3
@0:16:11
TEST-2
an
POSTTT
COHHECTOR-CHCniLL
tlftHUBL cones 
amsE CUP
SÏSP0 
B0SEC0P-ZND5PRING 
T0PCUP-2ND5MUWG 
B8SE-TUP-1 
TUPCDPl 
BNSECUP
aasEcupz
0M0
STEEL
mm
— 1
038
CM
M80 y»" *
GO-1 XÜ02 TÜ001 
G32 2 0  XD 
mi
SM I3 M83
021 Z0023531 X08MI32 F308 
681 %880Ca32 FI2868 
28
%8882132
621 Z88235SI F3W 
681 X8885283 F12888 
20
Figure 8.6. G-code created by Pro-E for turn ing  center
8.5 Conversational Program m ing
The conversational program is created using graphic and menu-driven functions. 
The programmer visually checks whether various inputs are correct as the program is 
created. When program is completed, conversational controls will show the programmer 
a tool path and graphic plot of what will happen during the machining cycle. The
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following are the few examples of eonversational programming on the CNC turning 
eenter for the RVT 
o Turning Operation
MMMil II» I ^  zt _wn.MGii j ] s r ' ^ e l  T I  '
KHHCE 'irrTT! ■ Kl iN b  P IIS 5""aa ,  . bG33E3B*BF 0.ota s ws t
Figure 8.7. Turning eyele parameters
o Rounding Cycle
Figure 8.8. Rounding eyele parameters
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o Threading Cycle
P U O U bU J
p i ' j ' : ................................... ' f - '  r  ‘
r
* "  L
i* J l
St-ilX  7 5 0
I
Figure 8.9. Threading cycle parameters
o Drilling Cycle
Æ
Figure 8.10. Drilling cycle parameters
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8.6 Manufacturing Snapshots
The following figures are showing some of the manufacturing process of the
RVT.
Figure 8.11. Turning of base cup on the CNC 1540
Figure 8.12. Rounding of base cup on the CNC 1540
9 0
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Figure 8.13. Reaming operation on the CNC 1540
Figure 8.14. Turning, facing and rounding operation on 
the CNC 1540
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Figure 8.15. Threading operation on the CNC 1540
Figure 8.16. Threading operation on the CNC 1540
9 2
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f
Figure 8.17. Threading operation on the CNC 1540
Figure 8.18. Threading operation on the CNC 1540
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Figure 8.19. Milling operation on the foundation plate
9 4
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8.7 Prototype Snapshots
The following figures are showing prototype of the RVT installed in vibration lab,
GVSU.
Figure 8.20. The final prototype, front view
I
Figure 8.21. The final prototype, isometric view 1
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Figure 8.22. The final prototype, side view
Figure 8.23. The final prototype, isometric view 2
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Chapter 9: Summary
The initial phase of the thesis focused on grouping customer needs and transforming 
those needs into objectives and setting up product features. Different alternative 
solutions were generated and the viable solution was selected using the concept selection 
technique.
The body of the thesis concentrated on the most economical and efficient assembly 
process for a vibration system by employing different ‘design for assembly’ techniques. 
Product simplification and part consolidation were the basic objectives. Technical 
constraints and ergonomic features were also taken into account. Techniques were 
employed to determine compatible combination of materials and processes for different 
parts. The standard techniques ‘ Index and Chart Method’ and ‘Weighted Property Index’ 
in conjunction with Ashby’s manufacturing process selection were used to arrive at 
tentative materials and process combination and later on (after design for manufacture) 
final selection were made by ‘limits of property’ method and ‘cost substitution’ method. 
Based on the available material and process data, rough estimates about ‘ design for 
manufacture’ were made that sketched out the improvements in design and cost savings 
claimed by ‘design for assembly’. Based on rough cost estimates from ‘design for 
manufacture’ and detailed ‘design for assembly analysis’ optimum design concept was 
selected for executing ‘design for manufacture’ analysis at a more comprehensive level. 
The PEA analyses were running in parallel to verify design and simulate structure to 
evaluate the dynamic behavior of the system. The emphasis was on reducing 
manufacturing cost by incorporating technical constraints like manufacturing facility etc. 
Different techniques were used to evaluate, improve and optimize ‘ease of 
manufacturability.’ The outcome of this phase was detailed design justifying project 
objectives.
A final design (Both from design and manufacturing standpoint) was manufactured in the 
Keller Engineering building facility. This prototype is being used for measuring 
response, performance, flexibility, compatibility and limits with existing VTS. Based on
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prototype results and feedback from sponsor (GVSU), further improvements in design are 
expected (to suit large-scale production).
Full-scale production of vibrating system will be carried out keeping in view the need and 
the potential of the market.
9.1 Conclusions
Following are the conclusions deduced from the work done in designing and 
manufacturing RVT.
- Alignment of the structure offers the main challenge. This is achieved at 
the cost of increased friction, (by introducing tubes)
A series of FEA dynamic analysis entail that structure is sensitive to two 
critical frequencies (highest amplitude) falling in range OHz -210Hz.
- Product simplification by reducing the number of parts reduces the 
assembly cost of the system and improves reliability as well as quality, 
(number of parts reduced from 20 to 17)
- Application of a minimum part count criteria is highly coupled with 
technical constraints. Alternatively, technical constraints (practical 
limitations) drive rules of minimum part criteria. If die-casting were used 
instead of machining as the manufacturing process, DFA index could have 
been improved by more than 50%.
Manufacturing cost ($202.36) is generally high as compared to the 
assembly cost ($3.64) but any elimination or simplification of part structure 
comes from assembly analysis, which results in potential massive cost savings 
in manufacturing.
- Manufacturing cost highly depends upon part loading/unloading time and 
batch setup time followed by labor/machine rate and insert cost.
9.2 Future Recommendations
The future recommendations for the RVT are given below.
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- Operate Structure on or over 21 OHz frequency. If it is desired to operate 
on frequencies less than 210 Hz then make sure that values are not matching 
or close to critical frequencies as given in chapter 5.
- The side surfaces of cups should be knurled to facilitate tightening 
(fastening) operation especially for the base cups and spacers.
- Aluminum should be replaced by steel for the middle cup material, as the 
middle cup will undergo continuous wear.
- While drilling the holes for the spring pins, it is recommended to drill 
holes one eighth of an inch from the edge of the machined surface of the cups. 
This will keep the spring offsetting from its vertical axis as well as will allow 
the rods in the top row of the springs to pass through the cups.
Oblong holes should be machined on the foundation plate for easy 
adjustment and quick securing on the bed.
It is recommended to use press fit for connecting the link rod and middle 
cup. It will not only eliminate the need of spring pins (saving spring pin cost 
and drilling cost) but will also eliminate rotation of the rod about its principal 
axis, thus improving the accuracy of the system.
- Aligning rods should be lubricated before operation to further minimize 
friction.
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Appendix A: Material Selection Methods
I. Index and Chart method
This method involves two concepts- performance index and materials selection
charts.
Procedure
1. Drive the performance index for the application.
a. Identify the primary function of the component for which a material is 
sought.
b . Identify the design obj ectives.
c. Develop an equation for the attribute to be maximized or minimized in 
terms of the functional requirements, the geometry and the material 
properties; this referred to as the objective function.
d. Identify the free variables.
e. Identify the constraints and rank them in order of importance.
f. Develop equations for the constraints.
g. Eliminate the free variables.
h. Group the variables into three groups; functional requirements, geometry 
and material properties.
i. Read off the grouping of materials properties called the performance 
index, which maximizes or minimizes the value of the objective function.
2. Select the optimum material based on the performance index by using Ashby 
materials selection charts by plotting performance indices onto the materials 
selection charts, isolating a subset of materials, which optimally meet the design 
goals.
II. Weighted Properties Index
Weighted properties index involves following steps.
1. Scaling of the different properties within the numerical range.
1 0 0
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a. For a candidate property where a high value is desired, the scaled value is 
equal to :
P = P /M x 100
Where p= Scaled property
P = Numerical value of the candidate property 
M = Largest value in the list of the given property
b. For properties like cost, corrosion etc. lower value is desirable and scaled 
value is calculated by
P = L /P x 100
Where p= Scaled property
P = Numerical value of the candidate property 
L = Lowest value in the list of the given property
2. Determine the weighting factors using pair wise comparison ( also referred to as 
the digital logic method)
a. In pair wise comparison only two properties are considered at a time.
b. Every possible combination of properties or performance goal is compared 
and no shades of choice are required only a yes or no decision for each 
evaluation.
c. To determine the relative importance of each property or goal table is 
constructed, the properties goals are listed in the left -hand column, and 
comparisons are made in the column to the right.
d. In comparing two properties or performance goals, the more important 
goal is assigned value of ‘ I ’ and the less important is assigned zero ‘0”.
e. When all possible comparisons are made add the positive decisions (i.e., 
the ones) for each property, and total the result.
f. The weighting factor ‘w’ for each property or goal is obtained by dividing 
the number of positive decisions for each goal "m ' by the number of 
possible decisions N, is given by N= n (n-I)/2, where n is the number of 
properties or goals under consideration.
g. The sum of all weighting factors must be I .
3. Calculate the weighted property index for each candidate material.
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a. The weighted property index for materials is simply the sum of the 
product of the scaled value P, times the weighting factor, w, for each 
property, i.e.
Y = Weighted property index = E  Aw/
i=l
Choose the engineering material with largest weighted property index, y, as the optimum 
material for the application [4].
1 0 2
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Appendix B: MathCAD Worksheet for Machining
I. Worksheet for Drilling Operation
Machining cost
Raw iWeiial Tdm.
L = 6 T
Lot»4 pc«
Lot = 4 peg
Ov»r trawl of tool 'ot>= 0.05 inches
V is a wnaWs hr cutting velocity with the unite of 
b e t pmr «made
A  0,0) o  f  0.U5 For high speed OdII tAs
D»0#3
D-&M3
*  D
Vÿ(V) RPMfV) A
L >" j  0* := 0A3
Handling time (mim) Cutter Chg. tinwfmin)
MachmIngTêne
(L+oQ
Tool life ih#r*d by:
4j<»400'
2
(V)'
n Is a conetai*
LWts on V are feet per mbwte mid tL is In irAmtee per viorkpiw*. 
Unconstrmnted mWmum cutting tlme(mlnutes) Is
V ,:, t0Q,lt0..m0 V :-W ,4 I0 ..? 0 0
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wo*
V
Conckwlom:
So minimum cutting time I# 3.002 mln. at appmx. 
565 awAc# W  per minute.
Batch eatup time Batch size
(yM:-
Opef.reta($/k)
«
In se rt c o s t
q :- 12
37)^74. M3
V
1 0 4
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V ^ )?3 ,3?* ..m
V -
373 ^.13210-7
374 ^.38310-7
379 -2.98810-7
378 -1.807 10-7
377 -1.02^10-7
378 -2273^10-1
379 5.72110-4
380 1.378 10-7
381 2.1910-7
382 3,00910-7
383 3.835-10-7
Condwlna:
So minimum coot i« at 379 ouAc# IW  p#t m W *  
th am bm , the coat ia C_,(379) -  1.17? doOmalPieca
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IL Worksheet of Math CAD Cost Model for Milling Operation for Base Plate
Machining cost V  ia a vanable (br cutting velocity vvihi the imite of
feet per minute
L e # h o fc u t-3 4 .S  For high speed eteel
Lot =  1 piece End nwll
Diameter of Endmill ^  ^
11
V-—
L:#34J
Handling time (min) Cutter Chg. time(min) 
Machining Time
Tool defirmd by:
«LOO
n ie a constant
Unite on V  are feet per minute md tL ie in minutes per workpiece. 
Unconetrainted minimum cutting time(mlnutee) is
V | IW .tlO . tooe V >. 40P.401_ TOP
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VmMO
Condudon:
So nWnimwi cdHng tone k  .185 min. A approx. 
565 awfaca foot per minute.
Batch setup time 
t,:-t
B^ch size Oper.rale($/tx) Insert cost
w
,  , v(v)'I +(M y+
Ct>- 10
V)-3K.3W_m
0.«M6 
  &0M44
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V;
V ,
365
368
367
368
388
380
-1.021 10-8
-3.823 10-0
&413 10*
8.788 10*
1,524 10*
2.172 10*
Condudon:
So minimum comt i« at i*7 suAtc* W  p«f rmnin* 
them bfe. the cod ia Cp/387) »  0.833 doUam/Pioce
For details about formulas used in above model, consult
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Appendix C: Detailed Drawings
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Appendix D: Sample G-Code Program for Machining
I. Sample G-code Program for Base Plate
1 Block (for drilling 0.75 inch holes)
%
00092;
NIO G90 GOO G40 G20;
N20 G92 XO YO ZO M03 81000;
N30 GOO Z3;
N40 G98 G81 X.95 Y-.95 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO; 
N50 G98 G81 X20.05 Y-.95 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO; 
N60 GOO XO YO Z3;
M05
%
2 ^  Block (for tapping 0.75 inch holes)
%
00092;
NIO G90 GOO G95 G40 G20;
N20 G92 XO YO ZO M03 8250;
N30 GOO Z3;
N40 G98 G81 X.95 Y-.95 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO; 
N50 G98 G81 X20.05 Y-.95 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO; 
N60 GOO XO YO Z3;
M05
%
3'^ ‘^ Block (for drilling 0.5 inch holes)
%
00092;
NIO G90 GOO G40 G20;
N20 G92 XO YO ZO M03 81000;
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N30 GOO Z3;
N40 G98 G81 X.95 Y-.95 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO;
N50 G98 G81 X20.05 Y-.95 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO;
N60 G98 G81 X10.5 Y-1.5 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO;
N70 G98 G81 X2.5 Y-2.5 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO;
N80 G98 G81 X18.5 Y-2.5 Z-.8 R.1 FIO KIO;
N90 GOO XO YO Z3;
M05
%
Block (for tapping 0.5 inch holes)
%
00092;
NIO G90 GOO G95 G40 G20;
N20 G92 XO YO ZO M03 S250;
N30G00 Z3;
N50 G98 G84 X I.5 Y-1.5 Z-.8 R.1 F.0769 K l;
N70 G98 G84 X17.5 Y-1.5 Z-.8 R.1 F.0769 K l; 
N170G00 XO YO Z3;
M05
%
Block (for Cutting Square opening fo r  shaker head)
%
00092;
N10G90 G17G94;
N20 M03 S I500;
N30 G92 XO YO ZO;
N40 GOO Z2.00000;
N50 GOO G94 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO;
N60 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.05000 F75.000;
N70 G17;
N80 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000;
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N90 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
NlOO G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
NI 10 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N120 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-. 10000 F75.000;
N130 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N140 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N150 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N I60 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N170 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.15000 F75.000;
N I80 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N190 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N200 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N210 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N220 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.20000 F75.000;
N230 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N240 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N250 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N260 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N270 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.25000 F75.000;
N280 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N290 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N300 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N310 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N320 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.30000 F75.000;
N330 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N340 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N350 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N360 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N370 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.35000 F75.000;
N380 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N390 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000;
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N400 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N410 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N420 GOl X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.40000 F75.000;
N430 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N440 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N450 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N460 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N470 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.45000 F75.000;
N480 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N490 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N500 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N5I0 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N520 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.50000 F75.000;
N530 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N540 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO 1.00000 J3.75000 F75.000; 
N550 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N560 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N570 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.55000 F75.000;
N580 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N590 G03 XI2.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N600 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N610 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N620 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.60000 F75.000;
N630 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N640 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N650 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N 660 GG3 X 5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N670 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.65000 F75.000;
N680 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N690 G03 XI2.75000 Y.OOOOO 1.00000 J3.75000 F75.000; 
N700 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000;
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N710 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO 1.00000 J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N720 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.70000 F75.000;
N730 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N740 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N750 G03 X9.00000 Y3.75000 1-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N760 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N770 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.75000 F75.000;
N780 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N790 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N800 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N810 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N820 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z-.80000 F75.000;
N830 G03 X9.00000 Y-3.7500013.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N840 G03 X12.75000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J3.75000 F75.000; 
N850 G03 X9.00000 Y3.750001-3.75000 J.OOOOO F75.000; 
N860 G03 X5.25000 Y.OOOOO I.OOOOO J-3.75000 F75.000; 
N870 GOI X5.25000 Y.OOOOO Z l.00000 F75.000;
N880 M05;
%
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